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Episode 1 
 

Vin’s Story 
 
 
 

I’m a contrarian. People move one way, I go the other. I 
don’t like crowds or conventional wisdoms. I despise 
what’s considered “in.” But being fashionable parades 
as truth these days.  It’s just a never-ending cycle of 
jealousy and manufactured opinion. I don’t get it. 
 
My attitude is costly. I’ve been called “weird,” “cocky,” 
and a lot worse. I been dismissed with, “He’s just in a 
defiant phase.”  
 
Maybe they’re right, but I’ll take my chances. Isn’t life 
about learning to trust your gut? This way, there’s no 
blaming anyone else when you get stuck.  
 
But I’ve been fortunate--even lucky. I’ve been able to 
escape from trouble. Sometimes I feel like a modern-
day Houdini.  
 
But this time it’s different. I am lost in the middle of a 
storm, climbing a mountain on an unknown planet in 
search of an observatory.  
 
For what purpose? I wish I knew. 
 
 

 
A Most Famous Escape Artist 

 
My	Brain	is	the	key	that	sets	me	free 

https://www.magictricks.com/houdini-gallery.html	

	



Nature Rules 
 

This is my fourth day with little, or no, rest. I’ve been 
told that I’m in a race against time. If I don’t find this 
observatory before the sun rises, I will have failed.  
 

Even if I do succeed, I don’t what I will find there, or 
who I am to see. What’s worse is my failure may trigger 
a destructive chain of events.  
 

An intense surge of wind and rain rocks me back and 
forth. I’m starting to feel like a pinball in an old arcade 
game. But this game has consequences.  
 

The gusts are vicious. They’re snapping, even 
uprooting, some of the trees. All that is alive, and is 
able to move, has taken shelter long ago.  
 

I do not have that luxury.  
 

After another round of pounding, the wind starts to 
calm. But a quick drop in temperature brings another 
challenge. I am drenched and muddied. My body starts 
to shiver. Buttoning up my poncho, or shedding the 
excess water from my hat, doesn’t help.  
 

Yet, this isn’t my main concern. With the weather 
clearing, my thoughts turn to Zard. He will soon be able 
to track me again. I push on. I must pick up the pace. 
He cannot catch me! 
 
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><> 
 
 

X’s and O’s 

 

I reach the edge of the Pass. I’ve been warned that it’s 
dangerous to cross--even in good conditions. I’ve been 
warned that trolls control the Pass. They demand 
ransom or worse. But good fortune is with me. The Pass 
is deserted.  
 
A flimsy, frayed rope bridge connects the forest 
lowlands to a range of mountains. I’m betting the 
observatory is located in these highlands.  
 



I would never have crossed these bridges during the 
storm. They are swaying back even now. Once I make it 
across, a steep, narrow trail is waiting. A near vertical 
drop on my left never leaves my consciousness. The 
slick, loose rocks make the footing slippery at best. My 
progress slows. 

	
       

The wind returns. 
 

“Can’t catch a break!”  
 

I scold myself knowing that complaining will not help.  
 

“Just focus on the next step. That’s all you need to do.”  
 
That thought works for a few minutes. Yet, I struggle 
with images of hurtling into the abyss and never 
delivering the “package.” For the umpteenth time, my 
hand reflexively checks my inner jacket pocket to see if 
the book is still there. 
  



“Why did I have to be the one stuck with this thing? I 
didn’t ask to be protector and courier of this book.” 
 

My moment of self-pity turns costly. 
 

I lose track of where my foot needs to land next. With 
my hand still inside my pocket, I slip and lose my 
balance. I need both hands to break the momentum, but 
can’t recover quickly enough. I start sliding off the trail 
into a freefall. I futilely attempt to grab onto anything 
solid.                  

I force myself not to look down, but it doesn’t much 
matter now. Maybe I can twist my body and grab onto 
something. Anything. 
                      

Then my foot bangs into an outcropping of sharp, wet 
rocks, but I’m going too fast and slip off the slick 
surface. I continue downward again.  
 
My shoulder is feeling the brunt of the collision. The 
initial shock spreads to my neck and arm, producing a 
jolt of pain unlike anything I’ve ever experienced.  
	
			•øè•		•öæ•	•øè••öæ•	•øè•		•öæ••øè•		•öæ•	•øè••öæ•	•øè•				
	
	
	

How Does It Work? 
	
I slow down as I start to bounce off tree roots, branches 
and limbs. I desperately try to hook onto a branch that 
will support me. No go; I’m moving too fast and 
everything is slippery. Since the trees are located on the 
side of a mountain, some have massive gnarly roots—
the length of four- or five-story buildings—shooting 
into the air, dangling from the cliff. I grab onto a few 
but they tear away from their moorings. Finally, I grab 
onto enough of them and jerk myself to a stop.  
 
It takes a minute or two before my inner-pendulum 
movements settle down. I can breathe again. I start 
pulling myself up. Slowly, carefully, I claw back to 
safety. I remain on all fours, with head and body 



sagging. I whisper to myself how lucky to have cheated 
certain death.  This time, anyway. 
 
I never imagined that being drenched, exhausted, and 
bloodied could feel this good. But, as my jolt of 
adrenaline subsides, the agony in my shoulder 
increases. I grit my teeth and continue.  
 
After managing a treacherous bend, I spot a cave 
entrance in the distance. The possibility to dry out and 
rest, even for an hour, has been only a dream. I quickly 
set off for it.  
 
Yet, my cautious side warns me to proceed warily: An 
animal of significant size–and appetite--may be waiting 
inside.”  
 
I enter the cave mouth slowly with flashlight beaming. I 
scan the walls, floor, and ceiling. It’s safe. A little 
clammy but dry enough.  
 
I lay out my bedding, then build a small fire with some 
kindling and half-burnt logs left here by an earlier 
traveler. Finally, I begin to relax 
 
/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\/ 
 
 
 

The Book 
 
I check my pocket yet again. This time it doesn’t cost 
me. It’s still there and dry as well. For the first time 
since I started over four days ago, I have the chance to 
inspect it more closely. 
 
“What’s in this book anyways? If I’m risking my life 
for it, don’t I have the right to at least see what’s in it?” 
 
 



It’s true that I was never given permission to do so. 
Then again, I rationalize, that I was never told not to 
open it either. 
 

“If I can discover a clue to make this mission easier, 
wouldn’t it make sense to be as knowledgeable 
possible? 
 

I unwrap it carefully. 
 
 

/\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/	
.      The Book of    .    

.Dodecahedron..               

																																																																																																																																																																																																																																									

\./.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\/.\ 
 
 
I start to open it to a random page. Before I can finish, 
an image comes flying out of the book. 
 



	
	
Then, as if it can see me, it turns and shoots straight 
through my body. Somehow, I manage to shut the book 
before anything else can happen. 
 
“What was that?” I feel scared and curious.  
 
I hesitate to open the book again. But I do. This time 
with much care.  Nothing happens. I am looking at a 



random page. After reading just one sentence, I stop 
cold. The book asks: 
 
*/\ ( ) Did you ever shoot a rubber band out a 
window to land it at a predicted spot?  
 
“This is what I’ve been risking my life for? Really? Is 
someone playing a big, cosmic joke on me?” 
 

Then I burst into uncontrollable laughter that is intense 
enough that tears begin to run down my cheeks. 
 

How ironic! Shooting rubber bands out my bedroom 
window was something that I did as a kid. I was often 
sent to my room for violating some silly, stuffy rule.  
 
Once in high school, I was ordered upstairs because 
someone ratted me out to my Mom. My friend and I 
were at a fancy supermarket when he jumped into a 
grocery cart. Without hesitation, I started to steer this 
very big guy in a relatively small cart through the aisles 
at a pace that said: “Watch out!” 
 
Silly as that was, the best part was his beaming smile at 
everyone we passed. But no one looked directly at us. I 
guess we were violating a rule that qualifies you to get  
your adult license with emblazoned with “Be 
predictably boring.” Only one human, a woman who 
stocked the hot food bar, dared to look us in the eye. 
She gave us a big, wide-eyed smile of understanding 
and encouragement.  
 
Later that day my Mom was told by a friend about it. 
off to my room and my rubberbands. 
 
I turn to another page. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



=+  ( ) What surprise would you like to repeat in 
your life?                                                                                          
 
 
 \//\ ( ) You are the one to tell the world that 
extraterrestrials have made contact, but you’re 
not sure yet whether they’re friendly or not. What 
would be your first words in addressing your 
people? 
 
 
 
>|< ( ) What song can lighten your mood when 
you are starting to feel down? 
 
 
 
 
I feeling like I’m fading… 
 
I awaken with the book laying open on my chest.  
 
“Better get moving. Dawn is the deadline.” 
  
I estimate that I have six hours remaining before the 
deadline. I have no idea if that’s plenty of time or not. 
The nap has helped. I feel a bit stronger. As I get up, I 
stumble and nearly fall again. The unexpected 
movement jerks my body irritating the nerves of my 
shoulder. Another intense shot of pain. And a reminder 
of how close I was to losing my life. 
 
I need to change this energy. I start grunting repetitively 
with every other step. Each grunt is louder than the last. 
 
But the pain from my stumble keeps triggering a sense 
of being out of control. My thoughts refuse to settle. 
Instead they are acting like a pack of starving, wild 
dogs.   
 



“I did not ask for this! I do not accept this destiny! I 
will take revenge on those who put me here!” 
 
My rant shocks me. I sound like my former mentor 
whenever he lost his cool—which happened a lot. It’s 
why I left him. 
 
I remind myself: “I am still here. I can accomplish this 
mission. But time is ticking. Focus!”  
 
As I start to move again, I spontaneously start singing a 
childhood song: 
 
“Row, row, row your boat, gently down the stream. 
Merrily, merrily, merrily, life is but a dream.”  
 
I am feeling better. I continue to repeat it until I am a 
rock’s throw from the mountain peak. Although the rain 
has decreased, lightning bolts are repeatedly hitting the 
summit. I stand in awe of nature’s raw power.  
 
Deafening booms of thunder only add to this ultimate 
light show. I’m being allowed to witness nature at a 
most magical and dangerous moment. Yet, I feel no 
fear. Instead, I experience a surge of hope.  
 
After the storm moves on, I move to the top. A feeling 
of euphoria overpowers me. There, it is. Yes, yes, yes! 
 



	
 
I’m filled with a childlike joy. How many times have I 
experienced this kind of happiness as a kid? 

 
It’s a sense of total freedom! 

 
I whisper to myself with conviction, “Game On! 
 
But my joy is short lived as I detect the faint sound of  
an engine somewhere off in the distance. Zard is 
coming. I need to push on. 
 
 
 
 
	
	
	
	
	



Episode 2 
 

Nemesis 
 

 

 
  
Darkness is turning to light. It has taken longer to get to 
the observatory than I had predicted. But I have made it 
before time ran out—just barely. I’m too exhausted to 
celebrate. As good as it is to finally arrive, I still have 
no idea what the mission is. 
 



I don’t see an entrance—on any side of the building. 
Until I’m inside and made contact with someone, I 
haven’t really accomplished anything. It’s beyond 
frustrating. I can feel my last bit of adrenaline going to 
waste.  
 
There is a set of steps attached to the building that leads 
to a set of doors--10 stories up. There is no railing. 
Normally, I wouldn’t hesitate, but I’m worn out. If my 
sense of balance is tested, it will mostly likely fail. 
 
“What choice do I have?”  
 
I take the first step. It’s slippery. I reach the second 
flight, and lose footing… 
 
My eyes snap open. The rain is totally gone. I’m staring 
up at a clear sky, but there’s a distortion. I realize that 
I’m inside the observatory’s dome resting on a 
comfortable bed. The aches in my body are gone--
including the pain in my shoulder.  
 
“How did I heal?” “How did I get in here?”  
 
I get up to move around to see if I’m numb from any 
painkiller. I’m good. To my surprise, I find myself face 
to face with some old masks hanging on the wall next to 
my bed. Huh?!? 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

"Some fierce and some sad characters,” I conclude.  
 
Were they used to heal, make rain, or celebrate a 
harvest? I doubt that these masks could bring rain or 
heal the sick. But I do feel a different kind of energy.  
 

“Why was I sleeping under these masks?” I wonder.  
“Should I get paranoid? Why are these masks in a 
building dedicated to astronomy?”  
 

My eyes shift to the telescope. It is a huge cone with 
gears, belts and metal corrugated pipe. 
 

“How deep into the universe can it take you?” I ponder. 
“I’ve never been to an observatory this size.”  

Yet my mind returns to the masks, “Science and 
superstition. Polar opposites. Is there a clue here?” 
 



 

 

 

Across the room a voice interrupts my thoughts: “Hello, 
Vin.” 
 
I turn, startled, to see a very tall, middle-aged man, 
dressed in working clothes and long boots, approaching. 
He is over seven feet tall. His tone and broad smile are 
comforting. This must be my rescuer.  
 
As he approaches, a sudden screeching shatters the 
calm. A large object in the sky is descending upon us at 
a menacing speed! I freeze.  
 
 
 



Zard 
 
 “How could I have forgotten?!?” I scold myself.  
“He’s found me! Where’s the book?”  
 
I quickly scan the immediate surroundings. I spot the 
book on a table two steps away. I grab it and shove it 
under the bed. 
 
The noise grows from deafening to ear-piercing. Just 
above the dome hovers a flying machine that has an 
insect body with mechanical arms?   
 

 
 
The pilot is standing with arms above his head shouting. 
But we can’t hear him with all the noise. He sits down 
and fiddles with his control panel. I don’t need a 
decoder to know who wears an elegant Halloween 
costume every day. His red-velvet robe, trimmed in 
purple and white, shouts: evil magician.  
 
 



 
 
My new friend and I simultaneously mutter: “Zard!”  
 
The screeching dies down—at least long enough to hear 
some electronic static. Then a loud cackle followed 
with: “Vin! Oman! Sooo very good to see you again! 
And the two of you together? How special!”  
 
The sarcasm reeks and triggers me to start cursing at 
him. But I catch myself. His betrayal of our friendship 
is still raw. But no matter now. Zard holds an obvious 
advantage, and he’s dangerous. He has my full 
attention. 
 
Zard continues to taunt: “Poor boy! Are you feeling 
sorry for yourself? Oh, and please don’t mind the noise! 
I have come a long way to see you again, Vin. And I am 
always happy to visit my old pal Oman.” 



 
Oman cuts in. “Good morning, Zard. Or, at least it was 
until you brought this racket. Can’t you equip this 
contraption with a muffler?”  
 
“Oh dear! Zard shames, “Is the noise making you 
uncomfortable? Perhaps, Oman should let me inside the 
dome. Then I wouldn’t be such a nuisance.” Zard bursts 
out laughing. 
 
Oman instantly responds, “State your purpose here, 
Zard. Then be off!”  
 
Zard’s grin turns to a sneer. “Oh, it is a small matter. 
The boy there has robbed me! I offered him friendship 
and wisdom, and he repaid me with what? Treachery. 
And now, if my rightful property is not restored, I will 
take it by force! Give me the book, Vin!” 
 
I’ve been preparing myself for Zard’s theatrics. I spread 
my hands in helplessness, “I don’t have it!” I lie. 
 
Zard’s expression narrows. “Do not trifle with me, boy! 
You will find my patience for liars is extremely 
limited!” 
 
I shrug and stutter some nonsense.  
 
Zard’s face contorts into pure rage. He starts stabbing at 
his dashboard then throwing his arms into the air.  
 
“Do you think me a fool, boy? Repent! Confess! Or feel 
the wrath of Zard’s overpowering technology!”  
 
I am silent. 
 
A high-pitched, pulsating whine returns. Objects start 
visibly vibrating. I see the glass dome beginning to 
ripple. Is it some sort of resonance effect? The ear pain 
increases. I am having trouble balancing. 
 
Oman moves closer to me. Before I fall, he catches me. 
A transparent bubble forms and surrounds us.  



 
 

Objects start to crack and shatter. Nothing is safe from 
the flying shards. Debris is everywhere. Using his 
machine guns, Zard blasts a hole through the already 
broken glass dome. His machine hovers inside the 
dome. The chaos is complete. 
 
We have remained unharmed. The shrieking noises and 
the explosions stop.  
 
Zard interrupts: “Where is the book? Defy me again, 
and I will burst your eardrums! I will shatter this entire 
dome including your precious telescope!” 

 
He releases another burst of gunfire to punctuate his 
statement. A bullet ricochet through the skin of the 
flying machine. Others careen off a wing. The machine 
starts to buck up and down. Another bullet skims Zard’s 
shoulder ripping through his robe. Smoke starts to 
billow from the damaged vehicle. It begins to wobble. 
Zard struggles to regain control. He manages to lift the 
machine out of the dome’s remains hovering shakily 
above us. 



 
“Fff-fools!” Zard rages before he retreats into the late 
afternoon twilight. “This isn’t over!” 
 
Oman releases me. Our shield evaporates. We stand up 
and Oman says calmly, “Ah, Zard, never before have I 
seen such brilliance coupled with such poor judgment. 
He’s still a spoiled child—but a very dangerous one!” 
 
I don’t understand why Oman isn’t furious. We stand in 
the midst of terrible destruction. Oman raises his hand 
and arm and moves it in a sweeping, circular motion. 
As he makes the pass over the room, fragments begin to 
rise and reassemble to their original form and position. 
Shards of broken glass reorganize; fallen masks return 
to hang peacefully on the wall. Even spilled liquids 
return to their beakers. I stand in a state of confused 
wonder. Is this science? Magic? Or both? 
 
Oman then turns to me, “Are you okay, Vin?”  
 
“Yes, thanks to you,” I answer. “How did you do that?” 
 
“I will explain. But first, ‘Belated welcome!’ I am 
pleased you are here, Vin. I guess by now you know my 
name. I am here to help you complete your mission. As 
for what I just did, that is not exceptional on this planet. 
We understand how to reassemble at a molecular level.” 
 
“Impressive,” I respond. “I’ve heard many stories about 
‘The Great Oman’ since I’ve arrived. That you can see 
into the future and past, and read thoughts...” 
 
Oman interrupts, “Exaggerations. Don’t believe 
everything you hear.” He changes the subject: “I 
apologize for your rude awakening. Zard is not a 
preferred alarm clock.”  
 
I ask: “Do you believe that Zard means only to hurt, and 
not kill me--us? At least until he gains possession of the 
book.” 
 
“That assumption could be dangerous,” responds Oman. 
“When people turn violent, events can easily slip into 
unforeseen suffering.” 



 
I am still thinking about what just happened and  
“magic” I witnessed. I ask Oman if I can learn this 
technique.  
  
“Of course, when the timing is right,” he answers. “That 
will be relatively simple compared to what you’ve 
endured to get here.”  
 
While speaking, he retrieves a flask from a cabinet. 
 
“Your journey here was a test. An initiation, if you will. 
But you passed that long before you actually got here. 
You met every challenge. Even when you started losing 
control of your mind, you corrected course quickly and 
made your way back to a functional state. That requires 
the strength of will in adversity! With all that effort and 
stress, you must be thirsty and hungry.”  
 
He extends the flask to me. “Try this. It will provide 
your body and mind the necessary fuel to recover from 
your ordeal.” 
 
“Can I ask you one more question, Oman?”  
 
“Of course,” Oman replies. 
 
“Why am I here?” 
 
“Yes. That is the question you need answered. Can I 
show you something first?”  
  
He leads me onto a small deck outside the dome 
 
^><^><^><^><^><^><^><^><^><^><^><^><^><^><^> 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



Episode 3  
 

The Big Question 
 

 
On the deck, Oman and I view a large expanse of the 
planet—perhaps 50 miles in all directions. It’s a mostly 
green, red, and blue planet. I’ve never seen red clouds 
before. As day turns to night, halfway toward the 
horizon, I see the lights of a major city. Farmlands, 
rivers, and hills encircle the city with forests and 
mountains surrounding them all.   
 
Oman and I are stay silent enjoying the beauty. As the 
sky fills with stars, Oman speaks first. “This is our 
perspective of the universe—not that different from 
yours. Do you see any patterns? Look to the north.”  
 
“Yes! There is the Big Dipper--just like we see it on 
Earth,” I reply. 
  
“Ever see ‘The Big Question Mark?’” Oman asks. 
 
I scan the sky. I take pride in my ability to pick up on 
patterns. But I do not see a “Big Question Mark.” But 
even after several minutes of searching, I have to admit 
failure." 
 
“Look again at your Big Dipper,” Oman suggests. “You 
have been taught to see it one specific way. Since we 
are not subject to your conditioning, we see that same 
pattern as a question mark. But you’re blinded by the 
one ‘reality.’ That perspective prevents you from seeing 
other possibilities. Can you suspend your conditioning 
for a moment?”  
 
I look again. It’s the Big Dipper. It is clearly a “Big 
Question Mark” too. 
 
 
  
 



 
 
“How did I miss that for all these years?  
 
Oman continues: “There’s a big cultural difference in 
having an iconic image of a giant question mark as 
opposed to a big soup ladle. When I see a big question 
in the sky, it activates my imagination and dreams  
 
“Can you give an example?” I ask. 
 
“Sure. Questions like, ‘How many thoughts during a 
day do I truly create?’ While directing my thoughts is a 
powerful skill, isn’t daydreaming too? Some of your 
great thinkers, philosophers, scientists and anyone who 
gazes at a clear night sky can be inspired. Your Einstein 
deliberately daydreamed. It wasn’t as if he discovered  



his theories through experimentation. Since his time, its 
proven that he was accurate—gravity causes curvature 
of space and there is an immense amount of energy 
even in small objects given certain circumstances. How 
did he piece together those accurate explanations of 
how nature and the universe work? Isn’t understand 
nature and how it works one of the great detective 
stories of all time?  
 
Nature has certainly been a great provider but we take 
that for granted.  
 

And then there is the aesthetic, the beauty, and the 
philosophical. Many times, after staring up at the ‘Big 
Question,’ I wonder: “Why, when I look up at the stars, 
do I feel connected to this enormous, wondrous 
universe that is filled with so much beauty, intrigue and 
surprise. Yet, how insignificant am I in comparison to 
this vastness that exists? And I can contemplate this? 
Magnificent! Imagine having the smallest computer 
chip being able to understand all the computers that 
exist--and that doesn’t come close to how tiny I am in 
comparison.  
 
Didn’t our ancestors, who may have worn those masks 
hanging on the wall, think and feel similar things? 
Aren’t we all connected today back to the dawn of 
intelligent beings by the stars, by nature, by our 
dreams? What’s to stop us from dreaming, imagining 
the most wonderful of things and begin to place 
foundations underneath them? It all starts with a 
question. This is what comes to me now when I look at 
the Big Question Mark.” 
 

He continues. “There was a time when we did not give 
nature the proper respect—mistreating the gifts it gave: 
sustenance, beauty, and wonder. And we paid for it 
dearly. What you see now, and what we are capable of, 
is a result of some major changes in attitude, and hard 
choices. It requires a strength of will we weren’t sure 
we had. And when we were confronted by our 
inaccurate interpretations, we had to change. 
 
So, we turned a question into a quest.  



I interrupt, “On our planet, we are facing problems now 
as well. So often, I feel like I am at odds with the way 
so many of my human family think and act. Or those 
who say one thing and do another. Too many of my 
people settle for comfort instead of doing the honorable 
thing. Or they will only be honorable when it’s 
convenient.   
 

Oman responds, “Your strength of convictions, your 
commitment to justice, and willingness to grow, to 
learn, is the reason you’re here, Vin. Let’s go inside. 
It’s time to look at the book.  
 
()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()()() 

 
 

The Why 
	
We re-enter the dome. Although I appreciate what Oman’s said, I 
don’t feel like I deserve the praise. I’m not sure if I’m up to 
this—or whatever this is.” 
 
I retrieve the book. I admit to Oman that I’ve looked at some 
pages because I thought it might help me get here. 
 
“Did it?” he asked 
 
“Not really, I answer, “But there was an image flying out of the 
book…” 
 
Oman interrupts, “Oh yes, yes, that happens to some.”  
 
Oman put his hand on the book. The energy changes. It feels like 
we have moved through a portal where the vibration level is 
operating at a higher frequency. I feel almost like I am the device 
that’s completing an electrical circuit. 
 
“There’s power in this book if it’s used according to the 
guidelines,” Oman stated.  But it’s not the usual kind of power in 
the way most view it. To acquire power over others and resources 
is not what I am discussing. The power I’m interested in is the 
power over oneself—not over others.” 
 
“Can you explain what you mean in more detail?” I ask. 
 
“There are many ways. Surrounding yourself with those of the 
present and past whom you admire in some way is one way to 
become more powerful. These beings, stories, and ideals you 



choose can be used as launching pads to become your best.” 
Oman pauses and asks me if I am ready. 
 
“Yes!” 
 
He opens the book. 
 
 
 
 

 
The Book of Dodecahedron 

 

To All Our Sisters and Brothers, 
We invite you to unravel a game of mystery 

No one has yet solved. 
 

Only you can.  
And if you play this game, 

it may be the most fascinating game you’ll ever play. 
 

You will never know if you don’t take a chance. 
Players play. 

Critics sit.  
Look inside yourself and decide who are you? 

 
If you do decide to engage,  

It may not always be comfortable. 
This game has its challenges. 

 
In this game: 

there is always choice. 
There is nothing you must do or follow. 

In other words: no orders from anyone here. 
 

You will decide how much adventure you want 
And a “Well played!” is heard when earned.  

 
The name of the game: 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Levitas( 
)Gravitas 
 

Clues to Youse 1: 
At the core of this game is a mystery in plain sight. The 
game is based on your world of duality. A duality that 
exists on a continuum. 
 

Night------Day 
Hot----------Cold 

Happy-------------—Sad 
Woman-------------------Man 

Smooth ------------------- Rough 
Right ------------------------------- Left 

Habit---------------------------- Creativity 
Space----------------------------------Imprison 

Security------------------------------------------Explore 
Sun------------------------------------------------------Moon 

Cosmos---------------------------------------------------Chaos 
Thesis------------------------------------------------------Antithesis 

 



              
 
#+ (  ) Have you ever participated in game that any 
child, anywhere can learn in an instant? It may well be a 
universally played game. It’s a brilliant game of duality 
 
How about: Hide and Seek 
 
 
%^ (  ) Do you know the things you deliberately 
avoid? 
 
 
* \ (  ) Can you be both a saint and a sinner? 
Check out Lyle Lovett’s cover of “Friend of the Devil.” 
 
 
 
 
 



>< (  ) When you are going through a tough time, what 
has worked for you:  

a) taking a deep breathe in and just focusing on 
your breathing for a minute 

b) listening to your favorite music that chills you 
out 

c) talk to a wise/r person on what he/she might 
do in your situation 

d) deliberately modify or change the experiment 
 
 
 +& (  ) What myths or stories serve to remind you of 
something important? 
 
 
RULE of THUMB: When you’re feeling 
screwed up, never make big decisions if you can 
avoid it. 
 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bela_Lugosi's_Dead 
 
 
^+ (  ) Ever give yourself permission to take a 
time out?  Did it work? Do you know when start 
to feel when you need another one?  
 
 
^^ (  ) If you had to choose your team of five, 
and they were there just to help you, who would 
you want? Real or imagined from past present or 
future real imagined all work 
 
 
 



 $# (  ) What if you chose to make today 
whatever you want it to mean? How would life 
be different 
Thank you, Beth Orton 
 
 
Vl (  )         The Duality of 
Bored ----------------------------------- Curious 
 
The cure for boredom is curiosity. There is no 
cure for curiosity. - Dorothy Parker, satirist and 
poet 
 
Try any of these to remedy boredom: 
Color: https://www.sapiens.org/language/color-perception/ 
Zero: https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/history-of-
zero/ 
Mycorhizal: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mycorrhizal_netwo
rk 
Bio-mimicry: https://biomimicry.org/ (got this one from you 
but it's cool and multi-faceted) 
Language and 
Perception: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RKK7wGA
YP6k (related to color but still really fascinating) 
Meditations by Marcus Aurelius (Some hits: "The only wealth 
which you will keep forever is the wealth you have given away.", "Very 
little is needed to make a happy life; is is all within yourself, in your way 
of thinking." and "You have power over your mind - not 
outside events. Realize this, and you will find strength." I 
can't think of a better intro to philosophy though I don't know much on 
the topic) 
 
 
o- (  )  Ever notice in the sky when the path of the sun 
and moon are the same?  
 

*&  (  ) Choose an instrumental song where you can 
just let your mind float. 
https://itunes.apple.com/us/album/divenire/212970099?i=212970297 
 
 



||| | (  ) Whole-to-parts -------------------------------Parts-
to-whol 

What Kind of Learner Are You? 
Are you primarily a whole-to-parts learner or parts-to-whole? 
 
Would you rather have a lesson start with “Today we 
are going to study the History of 20th Century Music” or  
Listen to Louis Armstrong’s “Mahogony Hall Stomp” 
on the album Satchmo the Great. 
 
Clue to Youse 2 
Every game has five variables—even the popularity 
game. Want to guess what they are? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Scratches, Markings and Doodles are welcome here.  
If you have the book version, draw on it 
Good doodlers doodle daily.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



• Mission  
The Mission is the goal, or objective: it answers the most basic question, “How do I know when I win? 
For instance, “Be the first to score 42 points, and you win.”  Or, in a cooperative game, the mission is to: 
“Have the volleyball stay in the air for 20 consecutive passes without touching the ground. 

• Rules  
The guidelines, the instructions, on how to win this particular game 

• Players 
Who are they with what powers? 

• Environment 
    The environment can alter the game. What is it offering you? 

• Tools 
Object that make you more efficient, more powerful 

 
MR. PET is silly,  

but it’s easy to remember.   
 
 
So, what is the Mission of this book? 
 

 
Before you continue, 

 
A WARNING! 

 
It’s Taboo to discuss this Mission in your 

society. 
 
Many have been punished over your short history for 
doing, or thinking, something that was considered 
different than the “norm.” Some were just warned, 
others exiled or sent to jail. But being burned at the 
stake, hung or even beheaded were possibilities as well. 
Check out your great scientist Galileo, who gave so 
much to the study of astronomy, and the authorities 
made him suffer as an old man and was put under ho 
Are you sure you want to go continue? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



I look up to Oman and say: “I am not so sure that I want 
to continue until I know what the mission is. 
Why should I do the Taboo before I know what it is. 
What if I believe in the Taboo? 
 
Oman responds: “You make a good point, Vin. Do me a 
favor and open these pages.”  
 
He leads me to a section at the back of the book. 
 

Imagine Feeling Fully Alive! 
  

Most of us have experienced that feeling 
--even for a few moments. 

 
 

 
 

What are these beings celebrating? 
 
Feeling fully alive can be a fleeting experience. 
And to return to it may not be as easy as we hoped 

But what if it was a Game? 
And a game to Win!  

It’s called 
Feeling Fully Alive on Demand 

 



And you can win it! 
 

It is as real as other continuum of time and space 
And it’s not just a land occupied by pink elephants 

It’s real 
 

Where to begin? 
	
	

 
 
 
I closed the book to think and rest.  
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



	


